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BITCOIN MINERS SAW 23% REVENUE
INCREASE IN AUGUST
by Zack Voell, writing for Coindesk
Bitcoin miners enjoyed a 23% increase in revenue during August, driven by
higher network fees from increased on-chain transaction volume as bitcoin
(BTC) avoided a daily close below $11,000 throughout the entire month.
Network fees brought in $39 million in August, or 10.7% of total revenue,
setting the highest percentage of fee-generated revenue in over 18 months.

KAZAKHSTAN ON TRACK FOR $700M CRYPTO
MINING INVESTMENT GOAL, SAYS MINISTER
by Mohammad Musharraf, writing for Cointelegraph
According to the Digital Development Minister of Kazakhstan, Bagdat
Mussin, the country is in negotiations regarding investments in its
cryptocurrency mining sector amounting to 300 billion tenges ($714 million).

CRYPTO STARTUP
VECHAIN AND
BMW DEVELOPING
AUTO SECURITY
PLATFORM
by Daily Hodl Staff, writing
for Daily Hodl

The two companies plan
to roll out the
blockchain-based
decentralized application
(dApp) VerifyCar, which

ENERGY GIANT EQUINOR TO CUT GAS
FLARING WITH BITCOIN MINING

would collect vehicle
data such as mileage,
repairs, and additional
services. The dApp will
run on the VeChainThor
blockchain which would

by Zack Voell, writing for Coindesk

keep the data secure and
untampered.

Publicly traded petroleum multinational Equinor is moving to significantly
reduce natural gas flaring by mining cryptocurrency, according
to screenshots from Equinor’s intranet received by Arcane Research Friday.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
This week in What Bitcoin
Did Max Hillebrand
discusses about how to
protect your Bitcoin
privacy. Listen to the
episode here.

BLOCKCHAIN CAN COMBAT AUSTRALIA’S
$1.7B FOOD AND WINE FRAUD PROBLEM
by Joshua Mapperson, writing for Cointelegraph
A supply chain forum featuring local experts and government officials has
advocated using blockchain technology to fight the $1.7 billion worth of food
fraud annually harming Australia's primary sector.

A LEGAL ASSET AFTER ALL? GOVERNMENTS
ARE CASHING IN ON SEIZED CRYPTO
by Kirill Bryanov, writing for Cointelegraph
It is customary for government officials around the world to profess their disdain
for crypto on the grounds that it is widely used to facilitate crime and finance
terrorism. Although (government-backed) cash still remains criminals’ preferred
financial tool by a wide margin, it is true that nefarious actors also turn to digital
assets. When corrupt plans go sideways, law enforcement and other government

THIS NEW CARD
GAME AIMS TO
TEACH KIDS
ABOUT BITCOIN
MINING
by Saniya More, writing for
The Block Crypto

SHAmory — an
amalgamation of “SHA”

agents can find themselves in possession of hefty sums of crypto.

NASA EXPLORES BLOCKCHAIN FOR
INTER-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
by Ledger Insights, writing for Ledger Insights
Earlier this week, NASA funded a blockchain project under its Small Business
Technology Transfer Scheme. The project called SCRAMBL (Space

from SHA-256, a

Communication Reconstruction and Mapping with Blockchain Ledgering) is

cryptographic algorithm

for inter-satellite communication.

used in bitcoin mining
— and “mory” from the
word memory — is a
Bitcoin card game that
teaches players the
basics of mining.

TOP FOOTBALL CLUBS ARE NOW USING
BLOCKCHAIN
by Olumide Adesina, writing for Nairametric

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

A leading Turkish football club, Trabzonspor, in partnership with Chiliz, recently
announced that they would begin a $TRA Fan Token on fan voting & rewards app
Socios.com and the Chiliz Exchange, a global tokenized sports exchange. Socios.com
Fan Token partners include Juventus, AS Roma, Galatasaray and FC Barcelona.

